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1.1 Introduction 

This study focus on generation of three dimensional floating islands in the field of computer 

science/computer graphics. The floating islands may be used as regular islands placed in water, 

but could also be used for platforms. The floating islands will be implemented using two height 

maps (a way of storing heights for vertices), one for the top polygon mesh and one for the 

bottom polygon mesh. A polygon mesh is a collection of faces (ex triangles), vertices (describes 

a point in space) and edges (a line between two vertices) that represents a 3d object and will from 

now on just be called as simply a “mesh” throughout this paper. The top and bottom mesh are 

then “glued” together by the edges. 

 

 Because the floating island is generated and not modeled in a program jig sawed edges around 

the island will appear. Regular islands created with height maps is usually just an “open mesh” 

(both sides of a triangle making up the mesh can be viewed) pointing up through the water. The 

bottom and top meshes should have different appearances which will be inspired by 

visualizations of floating islands.  

 

There is a lot of information on generating terrain and how to solve problems that arise, but so 

far no information was found addressing the jig sawed edges. Searches on the internet have 

included keywords such as “generating, floating, islands, height map, platforms, 3D “. Since no 

relevant information was found key words were extended to “smooth, edge, triangle, mesh, 

polygon, averaging, vertices”, focusing more on the problem and not the context. Still no 

relevant information was found.  

Information found on generating floating islands have all used some kind of voxel generation 

which is another technique not based on two dimensional height maps [1], [2], [3]. Therefore the 

information cannot be applied to the floating islands generated in this study. Voxel generation is 

not considered here due to the time span of this study. Otherwise a comparison might be 

interesting between the techniques. 

 

There are also other problems that is not specific to generating a floating island, but generating 

terrain with height maps. One problem that occurs is when texturing the mesh. If the mesh is 

sampled only with textures mapped to the XZ plane the textures tends to stretch when the height 

of the mesh varies by a larger amount. To deal with this issue textures was sampled from all 

three planes in 3D space based on the surface normal. This technique is called tri planar 

projection [4].  Another problem that occurs is when deciding a normal for a triangle. A triangle 

in this case consists of three vertices containing Z, Y and Z coordinates and a normal for each 

vertex. If the normal of a triangle is used for each vertex normal in the triangle the lightning 

calculations will make the surface look triangular. To solve this normal smoothing was used. It 

works by adding the normal of each triangle sharing the vertex and then normalizing the results, 

assigning the current vertex normal the results [5]. There are also other smoothing techniques 
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better fit for some situations [5]. The vertices’ heights from both the top and the bottom mesh 

will be displaced with an algorithm called Simplex noise (an algorithm for generating pseudo 

random floating point numbers), made by the same person who made Perlin noise, Ken Perlin 

[6]. It is faster than Perlin noise and also supports more than two dimensions [7].  

 

The floating islands described here will be implemented in C++ and use the OpenGL API 

(application programming interface) for rendering of the meshes. 
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1.2 Purpose and goal 

The purpose of this study is to find and validate one solution to address the jig sawed edges 

created when generating a floating island using two height maps. This study will also provide an 

implementation of the solution reached here. 

  

1.3 Problem definition/Research question 

The island will be created using two height maps. One height map corresponds to the top of the 

island while the other height map is used to represent the bottom of the floating island. The 

picture below (figure 1) shows how the triangles (in black) are aligned and how a top down view 

of a floating island may look like (the green shape). 

 

 
Figure 1. Top down view of the floating island 
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In figure 2 number ‘1’ shows how triangles may adapt to fit the top down view shape of the 

island. Number ‘2’ shows what the result may look like if only using quads and not go down to a 

triangular level. Number ‘3’ shows that the triangles do not fit the shape of the island any longer 

and individual triangles need to be turned 90 degrees. 
 

.  

Figure 2: A zoomed view of figure 1. 

 

The problem occurs since the meshes (of the island) are made out of triangles. The green line 

representing the island does not fit with the shape of the triangles, see #3 in figure 2. 

The research question is formed as: “could non jig sawed edges be created around the island by 

averaging the positions of the vertices (in the ZX plane) making up the edge?” 

 
1.4 Methodology 

The AVG algorithm will be evaluated as a ‘visual result outcome’ by a qualitative method. A 

group of at least ten people will be given a questionnaire with pictures and related questions. 

Participants of the group will evaluate how jig sawed they thought the edges were with a scale 

grade between 1 and 7. 

 

The main variable investigated here is how natural/realistic the edges are perceived, which will 

be depending on where vertices and triangles are placed, their normal and how smoothly the 

texture transit from the top to the bottom mesh. As the floating island created here is inspired by 

pictures found on internet123 a similar appearance is aimed at. 

                                                           

1 http://stuffkit.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/island_with_dof_by_psyvampiress.jpg, last 

accessed 2013-05-28 

 

2 http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2012/121/8/1/floating_island_by_dudquitter-d1e81d3.png, last 

accessed 2013-05-28 

http://stuffkit.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/island_with_dof_by_psyvampiress.jpg
http://fc05.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2012/121/8/1/floating_island_by_dudquitter-d1e81d3.png
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There are a lot of variables that could be changed to increase the visual appearance of the 

floating island, but some of them are not of focus here. Variables that have very little or no focus 

here: the textures could be changed, other techniques/variations for displacing heights could be 

done and other techniques for creating the top down view of the island. 

 

1.5 Structure 
Construction:  

Contains how the floating island was created. It starts by describing the structure used and 

continues with height displacement and Normal Smoothing. When the basic terrain has been 

created a shape of the island is made and textures are added. Then edge smoothing is added to 

smooth sudden raise in the Y axis. It continues by creating the bottom mesh of the island. At last 

the AVG algorithm is implemented. 

 

Experiment design:   

Describes how a test was created to evaluate the results of this study. 

 

Results: 

The results from this study is presented. 

 

Discussion: 

Interpretation of the results and reflection about the methods used.  

 

Conclusion: 

Conclusion from the discussion. 

 

Future work: 

Thoughts that might have improved the appearance of the floating island but did not fit into the 

time frame of this study. 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 

3 http://fc09.deviantart.net/fs71/i/2012/301/8/9/floating_island_by_rodolfoguerreiro-d5j9p9q.jpg, 

last accessed 2013-05-28 
 

http://fc09.deviantart.net/fs71/i/2012/301/8/9/floating_island_by_rodolfoguerreiro-d5j9p9q.jpg
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2 Construction 

2.1.1 Structure 

A structure for holding all the mesh data is created. Starting from the bottom of the hierarchy the 

following classes were created: “Face”, “Quad”, “IslandPart” and “Island”. A face is here 

defined as three vertices, each vertex holds X, Y and Z coordinates in a three dimensional space. 

An instance of the class “quad” holds two faces (triangles) to form a quad. The class “IslandPart” 

is created in culling purpose and simply holds 10 quads along both the X and the Z axis. The last 

class “Island”, holds 10 “IslandParts”, yet again in the X and Z axis to form the complete mesh.  

 

Class Face Class Quad Class 

IslandPart 

Class Island 

One Triangle  Two Faces 10x10 Quads 10x10 

IslandParts 

Figure 3. Summarization of the structure. 

 

Figure 4 below displays the classes mentioned above together with what a top down view shape 

of an island might look like. It also shows a wireframe showing all triangles, created with the 

geometry shader (a program that executes on the graphics card). The geometry shader is used to 

calculate the distance from each fragment to the nearest triangle edge and if the distance is lower 

than a certain value the fragment is shaded [8] white.  

 

 
Figure 4. An image of the structure with a wireframe. 
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2.1.2 Normal smoothing 

Normal smoothing was performed to remove the triangular look of the surface. An example of 

what a terrain may look like when not smoothing the normal is shown in figure 7. If a vector is 

perpendicular to a surface it is said to be its normal [9]. The normal was calculated for each 

triangle sharing the same vertex (share the same X, Y and Z coordinates). The normals are added 

together, the result are normalized and then assigned as a normal to each vertex that shares the 

same position. Figure 5 is an attempt to show the process described. The black arrows symbolize 

the normal of each triangle and the red arrow is the shared vertex normal that has been 

calculated. The results from of the normal smoothing can be seen in figure 6. 

 
Figure 5. The normal drawn in red is calculated. 

 

. 

Figure 6. Normal smoothing.   

 

 

 
                       Figure 7. Triangular look, no smoothing. 
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2.1.3 Simplex noise 

The purpose of the Simplex noise algorithm is here to use it for moving/shifting the height of 

vertices. The algorithm iterated three times (it was done with one iteration but it is easier to 

explain this way), one time with values for creates larger peaks and two more times, each 

increasing the details by increasing the resolution of the algorithm. The results can be seen in 

figure 8 below. 

  

2.1.4 Texturing 

The textures are decided by the vertex normal. Surfaces with their normal pointing up is textured 

as grass and surfaces with their normal pointing more towards the sides receives a different 

texture. The dot product between the vertex normal and the unit vector (xyz components: 0, 1, 0) 

is calculated to obtain the angle which decides what texture to use at a given pixel. See figure 8 

below. 

 
Figure 8. More details to the surface and texturing based on normal. 

 

2.1.5 Tri planar projection 

The textures are sampled from the XZ plane, which is the plane viewed from top down. When 

vertices have a larger variation in height the textures becomes stretched. Figure 9 shows a purple 

triangle sampling from the XZ plane. The same area of the texture is used for a larger triangle. If 

the purple triangle was even more tilted sampling from the YZ plane would make more sense, 

since the surface is more perpendicular to the YZ plane. Figure 10 shows the planes which could 

be used to sample from. This technique is called tri planar projection [4]. 
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Figure 9. Textures sampled becomes stretched. 

 

    
Figure 10. The planes which tri planar projection use. 

 

The UV coordinates (determines where colors should be fetched from a texture) to use for 

texture sampling could be obtained in many ways, here they are emitted from the geometry 

Shader at each vertex as follows: xUV=wPosition[0].xy. [0] is the current vertex in the triangle, 

wPosition contains the vertex in world position. Then the normal is used to decide how much 

texture from each of the plane that is to be used4. Because three colors samples are interpolated 

at pixel level [11], textures can becomes blurry. Techniques exists for improving the blurriness 

[4] [11]. 

 

The red area in figure 11 shows what happens when vertices change in the Y axis. The texture is 

stretched over the surface. 

 
Figure 11. Texture stretching. 

 

                                                           
4 Code snippet of tri planar projection can be found in the appendix A. 
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2.1.6 Creating the top down view 

Figure 13 shows the same landscape as above with simple means of creating an island shape. It 

uses a couple of circles to limit where quads should be drawn. In the figure below jig sawed 

edges can clearly be seen. This is because either the whole quad is drawn or nothing is drawn at 

all. Instead of drawing full quads, triangles could been drawn.  

 

 
Figure 13. Sharp edges can be seen around the edges of the island. 

 

2.1.7 Preparing for the bottom mesh 

The top mesh needs to be “glued together” with the bottom mesh to create a closed mesh (the 

floating island should be viewable from every angle). There might exist many approaches but 

here it’s done by moving edges of the island to Y=0. This will also be used for texturing here in 

that all triangles where Y<0 receives a different texture. 

The results are very steep edges shown in figure 14.  
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2.1.8 Smoothing steep edges 

To fix the steep edges an edge smoothing filter was created. Figure 15 shows the edge smoothing 

filter used to smooth the edges around the island. It has a three level of edge smoothing filter 

compared to (figure 14) that does not do any edge smoothing. The “level three” part tells how 

many vertices from the edge that is being smoothed. 

 

 

Figure 14. No edge smoothing.          Figure 15. Level three edge 

smoothing. 

 

The edge smoothing algorithm can be visualized as a cross going over the mesh. The current 

vertex being smoothed is at the center of the cross, the corners of the cross looks for edges. If 

edges are found the current vertex receives the average height from all neighbor vertices. How 

many levels tells how long the cross is, that is, how long in each direction edges are looked for. 

The edge smoothing algorithm was inspired by a box filter [12]. Figure 16 is an illustration of the 

technique.  

 
Figure 16. A cross (level two) going over the triangles to smooth sudden change in Y axis. 
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2.2.1 Adding the bottom mesh 

The properties from the top mesh was copied to the bottom mesh, for example the property 

“isEdge”, meaning no edge calculations needed to be done again. The vertices making up the 

bottom mesh was then displaced with Simplex noise. Inspired by pictures of floating islands, the 

vertices making up the bottom surface should receive a lower height as they get closer to the 

center of the island. It was done by calculating the distance from each vertex to the center point 

of the island, decreasing the height of a vertices as they get closer to the center5.  

The bottom mesh is now glued together with the top mesh by letting the edges of the bottom 

mesh receive a Y value of 0. 

 

2.2.2 Texturing the bottom mesh 

A new texture is added to the bottom, or more specific, to triangles located under y=0. This 

makes the texture transition from the bottom to the top mesh is very sharp. The normals around 

the edges of the island has not been recalculated since the bottom mesh was added to the top 

mesh. Therefore light calculations are incorrect around the island. Also the normals of the 

bottom mesh points inside of the mesh, which is an error. See figure 17 for the results. 

 

 
Figure 17. Sharp transitions. 

 

To fix the sharp transition from the bottom to the top mesh the textures were blended together6. 

The textures from the bottom and the top are blended based on the height of the pixel. If height 

exceeded 1 or went under 0 the color of the fragment would get out of range (red, green, blue, 

alpha  min, (0,0,0,0) max, (1,1,1,1)) which results in all sort of weird colors. The min- and max 

                                                           
5 See code snippet in appendix A. 
6 Code snippet of a smooth transition of the texture can be found in the appendix A. 
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functions were used to cap the values from the pixel height to min 0, max 1, resolving the color 

problem. See figure 17 for the results.  

 

 
Figure 18. Smooth transition between top and bottom texture. 

 

2.2.3 Completing the floating island 

The AVG algorithm was implemented as described under Algorithms. Also normals around the 

edges where recalculated taking both the top and bottom mesh into consideration. The error 

stated previously where normals of the bottom mesh was pointing in towards the mesh instead of 

out was fixed. The results from the finished floating island can be seen in figure 19. 
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Figure 19. The finished floating island. 

 

 

2.2.4 The AVG algorithm 

One algorithm to solve the jig sawed edges will be created and implemented. It will throughout 

this paper be referred as “the AVG algorithm”, although it might (probably) already exist and 

have a different name.  

 

The AVG algorithm will look for vertices next to the current vertex being handled and average 

their positions to decide the current vertex position (in the XZ plane). The vertices mentioned 

above all has to be a part of the island edge. A picture of how the algorithm works can be seen in 

figure 20 below. The red dots represents vertices that belongs to the edge of the island, and the 

center of the cross is the vertex being investigated7.  

 

                                                           
7 See appendix A for pseudo code 
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Figure 20. The AVG algorithm. 

 

2.2.5 Iterating the AVG algorithm 

By iterating the AVG algorithm multiple times the edges becomes smoother. Two pictures of the 

island from the same angle and distance are shown below. The first figure has one iteration of the 

AVG algorithm and the second figure has two iterations. 
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Figure 21. One iteration of the AVG algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 22. Two iterations of the AVG algorithm. 
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3 Experiment design  

A questionnaire is created with 7 questions, each question have a picture related to it. The same 

question is asked for each picture, “How jig sawed do you perceive the edges around the island? 

Answer with a number between 1 and 7, 1 meaning “no jig sawed edges are perceived” and 7 

meaning “the edges are strongly jig sawed””. The first picture the group shall judge is a picture 

of the most basic implementation (the AVG algorithm has iterated 0 times). In each following 

picture the AVG algorithm is iterated one more time. With other words, at picture 7 the AVG 

algorithm has been iterated 6 times8. The questionnaire contained 7 pages, one question for each 

page with a related picture.   

 

4 Results 
Twenty six participants answered the questionnaire and the results was gathered in a diagram 

shown below (Figure 23). Each question in the diagram contains 7 staples, one for each answer 

(answered by a scale grade 1-7). Questions 1 has 0 iterations, question 2 has one iteration etc. 

 

 
Figure 23. A diagram of the results from the questionnaire. 

 

In question one ~80% of the participants answered with 6 or 7 meaning strong jig sawed edges 

was perceived around the island. In question two a majority (~46%) answered with 5. In question 

three ~85% answered with 3 or a lower value, reaching under the midpoint (3.5) and no one 

                                                           
8 Appendix B contains the pictures with all iterations. 
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voted any strong jig sawed edges was seen. ~80% answered question four with 2 or less and no 

one answered 5 or above. In question five more than half of the participants answered with 1 

(~61%) and ~7% answered 3 or higher. A majority (~73%) answer question 6 with 1. In the last 

question ~77% answered “no jig sawed edges are perceived”. 

 

 

5 Discussion 

Removing the jig sawed edges around the island using the AVG algorithm did work, but one 

iteration of the AVG algorithm was not sufficient. The best results was when using six iterations 

(the max number of iterations investigated). After four iterations two participants remained 

voting three or higher throughout the survey, the rest voted two or lower. Making the fifth 

iteration moved a few more participants from voting two to voting one. Each iteration takes time 

to execute which means iterating as few times as possible is beneficial. By comparing the results 

there is no need to iterate the AVG algorithm a sixth time. With this in mind five iterations 

proved to be best. 

 

First a test of the questionnaire was sent out to a handful of people to catch any errors that might 

exist. After interpreting the result from the test questionnaire and with feedback from the 

participants, some clarifications were made. The test needed to be clear since it was hosted on 

the internet in form of a “radio button survey”, meaning participants who had questions 

regarding the survey could not answer correctly. The questionnaire was formed as an internet 

survey to reach as many users as possible. Still more participants would probably have been 

beneficial then the 26 that ended up taking the survey. Since there was one question at each page 

with a related picture, the question “how jig sawed do you perceive the edge around the island” 

might be hard to answer until they see what they are actually comparing. Also, increasing one 

iteration for each page might unveil a pattern to the participant which may lead to thoughts like 

“the next picture will have smoother edges then the last one” or “this might be a trick question”. 

Interpreting the data from the survey one participant thought that 6 iterations had more jig sawed 

edges then 5 iterations. 

 

The camera angle and where on the island the picture was taken could also play an important 

role in judging how jig sawed the edges were perceived. Pictures used for the survey tried to 

catch the most extreme jig sawed edges, but still more picture from different angels might benefit 

the survey. Also in what context the floating island used is of importance. If it for instance is 

used in a game where the camera is far from the island, the AVG algorithm might only had to be 

run two or three times. 

 

The AVG algorithm probably already exists with a different name. No information was found on 

the topic even with extended keywords not limited to floating island generation.  
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6 Conclusion 

The AVG algorithm solved the problem with the jig sawed edges and in the current context five 

iterations seemed to optimal. The number of iterations needed could however vary depending on 

the context. Before the real survey was sent out a test survey was made to decrease errors in the 

answers. The results of the survey might still have improved if more people participated in the 

survey. The AVG algorithm used to solve the jig sawed edges might be a common approach to 

solve jig sawed edges, thus reinventing the wheel. 

 

7 Future Work 

After the basic implementation had been done without running the AVG algorithm once, it 

would be interesting to add triangles around the sharp jig sawed edges and then run the AVG 

algorithm (see figure 2). This might improve the visual appearance with less iterations of the 

AVG algorithm. By running the AVG algorithm the results may look systematically smoothed 

which may look unrealistic in some contexts, adding some type of noise algorithm around the 

edges might improve the results. It would also be interesting to investigate generation of floating 

islands with voxels and compare benefits and drawbacks.  
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Appendix A 
The following code snippet show how tri planar projection was implemented here. 

Pseudo code for the AVG algorithm 

[code snippet] 

Iterate X times: 

     For each shared vertex: 

          if current vertex is edge 

               div=1 

               posx=currentV.x 

               posz=currentV.z 

               for each neighbor in a cross 

                    if neighbor is part of the edge 

                         div++ 

                         posx+=neighborV.x 

                         posz+=neighborV.z 

             currentV.x=posx/div 

             currentV.z=posz/div 

[end of code snippet] 

 

[code snippet] 

XY = abs(normal.z); 

XZ=abs(normal.y); 

YZ=abs(normal.x); 

total = XY+XZ+YZ; 

XY/=total; 

XZ/=total; 

YZ/=total; 

vec4 g1 = texture(textures[x],xUV); 

vec4 g2 = texture(textures[x],yUV); 

vec4 g3 = texture(textures[x],zUV); 

texColor = g1*XY+g2*XZ+g3*YZ; 

[end of code snippet] 

 

The following code snippet shows hoe the transition from the top to the bottom texture was 

made 

 [code snippet] 

texColor = mix(texColor2, texColor, max(min(-xUV.y,1),0)); 

[end of code snippet] 

 

Decreasing vertices height based on the distance from the island center 
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[code snippet] 

max = maxlength –sqrt(i-center.z^2 + j-center.x^2) //maxlength  is the distance from the edge of 

the island to the center of the island. 

vertex.y = -scaled_raw_noise_2d(0,max,i, j); 

[end of code snippet] 
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Appendix B 
Pictures of the island with the AVG algorithm iterating one more time for each picture, 

starting from 0 iterations.  
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